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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Seventy-Sixth Day: Wednesday, March 14, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 763*-221-148-112—29%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #6 Beautiful Wife (5th race)—5-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #8 Camila Princess (9th race)—12-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)SALSALIDA: “Bug” boy doles out the splits; can steal this on front-end 
(#2)SUGARSUGARSUGAR: Awkward start hurt last time; fits for $20K tag 
(#4)CETARA: Has paired-up thirds on this level; tends to be one-paced late 
(#6)MY TEMPLE: First-timer catches nondescript crew on debut for $20K 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-4-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)DREAMY MARTINI: Sets pace in a paceless race; one-hole a concern 
(#6)PERFECT TAY: Wheeled back 11 days off claim; beaten chalk in last 
(#7)INMYFATHERSIMAGE: He was a non-factor vs. similar 11 days ago 
(#3)DONATION: Likes a “fast” strip, drops to the cellar—current form dicey 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-7-3 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#5)MOONLIGHT BANDIT: 6YO has tactical speed; won last three 8F starts  
(#7)DREAM SATURDAY: Bay gets some needed class relief; post draw a + 
(#4)SHIP DISTURBER: Veteran is currently off form, doesn’t care for GP 
(#6)MARTINI KID: Woke up on the drop in last; back in for $12,500 today 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-4-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#4)ZIG ZILLION: Stalks swift pace, cruises right on by in the stretch drive  
(#1)TAKE YOUR PLACE: Has :22 & change early lick + rail; cuts back to 6F 
(#3)STAR JUANCHO: He gets the stalking trip; capable off of the sidelines 
(#5)HONZA: Has yet to put forth a poor effort but has company early here 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-3-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#6)BEAUTIFUL WIFE: Has salty form in the claiming ranks—improving  
(#5)SIERRA LEONA: Game second in first start for Gullo; tractable, tighter 
(#4)SAVANNAH ROXANNA: Hasn’t missed the exacta in past 2 for $25K 
(#2)FLASHING DIAMOND: Cutback to a 1-turn trip is on point; 10-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-4-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)DUDACITY: Is improving for Fawkes Barn; Gaffalione stalks the pace 
(#8)PADDYS CLASS: 11-hole was a killer in last start; L. Saez gets the call 
(#7)ORDER IN: Better when engaged in race early; has improved with hood 
(#3)LITTLE MISS MAY: Dirt-to-turf, sprint-to-route angles are appealing  
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-7-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#7)CHANNEL CAT: Exits a “live” heat; he’s at his best on “firm” ground  
(#5)SAND DANCER: Last is a head-scratcher; two “bullets” since, new jock 
(#4)ATLANTIC FORCE: Game in turf debut at Tampa; stalks Bon Raison 
(#3)BON RAISON: Saez dictates the pace; was bankrupt in prior turf outing 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-4-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#3)LITTLE BRIDGE: Woke up on the drop; right back for $20K today  
(#2)FAST TRACK KATHERN: Won lone 2-turn start; dirt-to-turf huge 
(#5)MADDY’S SALSA: Exits stakes company; back in for a tag for Vitali 
(#7)DRAMA RUN: Lacked winning bid in past two; tab for minor award 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-5-7 
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RACE NINE 
(#8)CAMILA PRINCESS: Dressed up, nowhere to go in last; reliable kick 
(#2)MITCHELL ROAD: Lone speed has things her own way on front-end? 
(#1)PASS IT ON: Marked improvement with Lasix; gets ground-saving trip 
(#7)SWEET STING: Well-bred filly impressed with first-Lasix and blinkers  
 
SELECTIONS: 8-2-1-7 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#1)CUNCO(IRE): Group 3 stakes winner in England; gets first-Lasix today 
(#3)SAHAM: He’s very consistent but hasn’t won since September of 2015 
(#4)CREATIVE COURAGE: Toss the race on “yielding” ground; 10-1 on M.L. 
(#2)ARCH DADDY: Went to the sidelines in fine fettle; is training forwardly 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-4-2 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#7)SOBER ON SUNDAY: Won 4 of her last 7; has this field over a barrel  
(#8)STORMIN CHARLOTTE: Returns to open claiming company; consistent 
(#5)SMART ROMANCE: Finished well in last 2 for $16K; needs a clean trip 
(#9)TIUNA: She’ll appreciate the stretch out; third start of her form cycle 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-5-9 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


